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TELEPRINTER MODEL )2 

KEYBOARD AND PRINTER EQUIPMEN~ 

TRAINING COURSE 

STUDENT'S GUIDE 

FOR INSTRUCTION PURPOSES ONLY 



l.>!~ASSE•lBLY INS'l'RUC'I'!ON§ 

Do NOT remove moUhting screws of any canponents except those 

ot the motor. 

1. Platen 

2. Carriage 

3. Motor 

4. Function Box 

5. Clutch Trip Shaft 
. 

6. Selector Cam Assembly 

7. Selector Assembly 

s. Code Bar Assembly 

9. lvtain Shaft 

10. Distributor Shaft 

To reassemble, reverse the above prodedure except to~ the 

Platen, Carriage, and !·!otor. 
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KEYBOARD 

A. 1\EYIJi..vl'll. IS DEPRESSED 

(l) Depressing KEYLEVER moves 

(2) Code BA.HS which 

(3) rotate "T Levere" and position 

(4) O'.lNTAC'l'S 

13. TRIPPDJG DISTRIBllrvR CLuTCH 

(l) ~L1VER is depressed 

(2) UNIVERSAL BAR moved down 

(3) rot.ating TRIP llECHANIS:l 

(4) releasing the liliYI:OArtD 'l'HIP Aftii 
(a) KEYOOJJill CmlTACT BAIL trees CotJTACT5 
(b) ~<EYBOARD TRIP A.R:,, moves up locking T LEVERS in selection 
(c) TRIP LINK moves rotating KEYBO/ud> TRIP L&VER which operates 

the STOP BAIL ---------- CLUTCH engages 

C. · KEYBOARD R&SEI' 

(1) CAM ROLLFJR on clutch assembly operates 

( 2) KEYBOARD TRIP LEV'ER 
(a.) operates clutch STOP BAIL latching clutch 
(b) and drives Kl~BOAliD TRIP ARM down to latch position 
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PIUN'l'ER 

A. SELECTOR 

(1) ARi:.iATtJrui; spacing unlatches 

(2) START LEVER rotates 

(3) ·cLUTCH TRIP lEVER 

(4) CLUTCH engages 

(5) SElliCTOR CAM assembly rotates and 

( 6) START l..E.Vrlt moved away from ARHATURE 

. ( 7) PUSH LEVER llli3!!."1' BAIL strips previous selection or PUSH LEV .m8 

(8) SELECTOR U.'VERS operate 

7. 
-J .. 

(a) Harking 
(1) SEIJW'l'OR u.:Vill rides to low part or cam and locks armature 
( 2) PUSH LEVER falls Wlder SELECTOR LEVER 
(J) S£U;CTOR lli\TE:R CA.){ drives SELECTOR LEVER, PUSH LEVER and 

rear of BLOCKihG LE:VER down 
(4) front of BLOCKil!G LEVF..R rises unblocking associated CODE B~ 

(b) Spacing · 
(1) SELJ<~CTOR lli'V:~ blocked by ARLATURE 
(2) Spacing LOCK U.Vffi ride's to low part of cam and locks 

annature spacing 
(3) PUSH Ll1V!!.R and BLOCKD1G ~"'VER remaln unoperated 
(4) front of BLOCKING LEVER remains down blocking associated 

CODE BAR 

B. CODE BAR HECHANist>i 

(1) SELECTOR CA!'f assembly rotating causing 

(2) CODE BAR CtUTCH TRIP LEVER to rise and release 

(3) CODE BAR CLUTCH 

(4) CODE BAR CLU'l'Cll rotates permitting 

(5) CODE BAn BAIL to rise releasing 

{6) CODE B~lS ( 1,2,3,4,5,PS, and zero) 



(a) Harking 
(1) front of ElDCiUNG U.""VJI.ll UP penuits 
(2) CJDE BJs.R to move up and to the lett 

(b) Sps.cing 
(1) front of BlDCKING Ll!i"VI!:R down blocking 
(2) COUE BAR 

(7) Resetting CODE BARS 
(a) CODE BAR cam assembly rotating 
(b) COD~ BAR BAIL down resetting all 
(c) CODE BARS 

C.. fUNCl'ION CAit. ASSEhBIX 

(1) 

(2) 

()) 

CODE BAn cam assembly rotating causing .. 

FUNCTION CLL~CH to be tripped 

FUNCTION CAN assembly embo~ies motion into 
(a) FUNTION BAIL 
(b) . CJ.RRIAGE DRIV 1~ BJ\IL 
(c) PRD~T SUPPRJ:..SSION LEVER 
(d) FUI\CTION ::.>'!'RIPPER 

D. FUNCTION BAIL 

(l.) FUNC'l'ION CAH assembly rotates causing 

(2) FUNCTION DRIV.~ ARM to rotate the 

()) FUNC'IT ON ROCKER SHAF'l' moving the 

(4) FUNCTION ·BAIL up and down permitting the 

( 5) FUNL"!'ION LJ1VEJtS to sense the CODE BARS. 

( 6) FLT!'J CTI ON lli"'V E.R ( SELEC'l'ED) 
(a) FUNCTION Li1V:E.R moves up bebreen the notches in Code Bare 

· (b) FUNC'l'ION L.&Vm overtravels step on associated 
( c·) FUNCTION PAWL 
(d) FUNC'I'ION BAIL drives FUNC'l'ION LlWJi.R and Fli.JC'I'ION P.MIL dotm 
(e) FUNCTION PAVJL operates a contact and/or mechanical motion 

(7) FUHC'IION LLVER(i'lON-SEl.l!:CTED) 
(a) FUNCTJOi'J LEV.c.:R moves up but blocked by one or rhOre 
(b) CODE BAJW (no further travel) 
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E. PRINTING CARRIAGE (VERTICAL) 

(1) 0/JUUAGE DRIVE BAIL operates 

(2) rowER BAIL imparts a vertical motion :l.nto the rear ot the 

(~) VlmTICAL POSITIONING BAIL which is secured to the 

(4) T.YPIDNHEEL SHAFT, SPIDER, and TYPJ!i,M}J!:L. 

(5) VERTICAL POSITIONING BAil, drives the 

(6) TYPEliHEEL upward tmtil it engages one ot tour 

(7) VER'l'ICAL STOPS 
(a) Row One 

' 5, 

(1) Number tour, five, and C0111J1oh'· stops are •pacins and the . 
· Vertical positioning Bail strikes the cannaon st.op (lowest. 

atop). Printing will occur in row one. · 
(b) Jtow Two 

(1) Number five marking causes common to mark. Leaving nlll\ber 
four spacing will cause the Vertical Positioning Bail t.o 
stri.ke number four stop (second stop). 
Printing l-till occur in row two. 

(o) Row Three 
(1) Number four marking causes common to mark. Leaving n\11\ber 
· five spacing will cause the Vertical Po•itioning Bail to 

strike number five stop (third stop). Printing will 
occur ·in row three. 

(d) Row Four 
(1) Number four, five, and oOm.rnon are marking. The Vertical 

Positioning Bail will now strike the hub ot the oamnon 
(fourth stop). Printing will occur in rc.w tour. 

F • ROTARY POSITIONING DmECTION 

(1) POtiER BAIL operates 

(2) HOTARY POSI'l'IONING BAIL drives 

(3) TH;I:RD PULSE SHIFT LL'JK which pulls the right or lett 

(4) 

(5) 

RJ.CK. 

TYPID.'lHEEI. clocblis e 
(a) Number three CODE BAR down (spacing) 
(b) THIRD PULSE LINKAGE s·pacing 
(c) THIRD l'UI.SE SHIFT LINK up engaging right 
(d) RACK rotating pinion and 
(e) TYPH·/H1!;EL clockwise 



( 6) 'l'YI'E~iaEEIJ Counterclockwise 
(a) Number three (;ode Bat• up (marking) 
(b) THIRD PUI.SI~ LINKAG-~ marking 
(c) THIRD PULSE SHIFT LINK down engaging lett 
(d) RACK rotating pinion and 
(e) 'l'YPE.i'/HE~. counteroloclcwise . 

O. RQTARY POSn'IONING STOPS 

(1) THIRD PULSE SHIF'f LINK drives right or lett r~ck until the 

opposite rack is stopped by the 0, 1, 2 or common 

(2) STOP SLIDE. 

IC. ·. RO'w ON$ (I.tlt ters Field} 

(1) Nunber one and two STOP SLIDE spacing causing 

(2) CU·rf-!ON :>TOP SLIDE to retnain epacing (down) 

(3) RACK stopped by COi·lliON STOP SLIOJ!; (first stop) 

I. RO\tJ THREE ( Letters Field) 

(1) Number one S'l'OP SLIDE marking causing 

(2) COHMON STOP SUDE to mark - Number two stop slide spacing (down) 

(3 )' RACK drives through a hole in COt1l•lON STOP SLIDE and is _stopped by 

nmber tlv·o STOP SLIDE (second stop) 

b. 

(4) Printing will occur in row three either clockwise or counterclockwise. 

J • RO'!I FIVE (!.etters Field) 

(1) I·iumber twq STOP SLIDE marking causing 

(2) COi·J.·~UN STOP SLIDE TO wark - Number one stop slide spacing(down) 

(3) RACK drives through holes in common and number two STOP SLIDF..S 

and ia stopped by nw~ber one STOP SLIDE(third stop) 

(4) Printing will occur in row five either clock\·lise or counterclockwise. 



I. RCM SEVEN (Letters Field) 

(1) Ntunber one and two STOP SLIDE MAUKING causing 

(2) CONMON STOP SLIDE to mark - Zero stop elide spacing (dat:m) 

(.3) · RACK drives through holes in COOIJ!lOn, one and two STOP SL:m&l aftcl 

is stopped b1 Zero STOP SLIDE (fourth atop) 

7. 

(4) Printing will occur in row seven either clockwia• or eo\Dlterclockwiae. 
. . 

J... FIGURES SHIFI' 

(1) ZERO CODE BAR moves up causing the 

(2) ZERO SLIDE to present a narrower outline to the atop br•cket 

(.3) RACK now strikes one ot the four stop sli(\es drivblg the SLIDB · 

GUIDES and STOP SLIDJ!S one character typewheel rotation. 

(4) Printing will now occur in the ~n\Jmbered rowe either clockwise 

or counterclockwise. 

N. PRINT SUPPRESSION (Blocked) 

(1) FUNCTION CAM rotates 

[(CN 

(2) PRINT SUPPRESSION LEVER up latching 

(.3) PRINT SUPPRESSION CODE BAR down 

(4) FUNCTION LEVER selects and blocks PS CODE BAR as 

(5) PRD~T SUPPRESSIO~ LEVER Wlblocks then reblocka 

(6) PRINT SUPPRESSION CODE BAR. 

(7) PS CODE BAR remained blocked ·during entire cycle (Printed suppressed) 

N. PRIIJ'f SUPPRESSION . (Unblocked l 
(1} PRINT SUPf'RE.SSION Ll!.VJ!ll moves down unblocking 



8. 

(2) PRI1~1· SUPPRESSIO!~ CODE BAR moves up (no tunctions selected) driving 

(:3 ) BLOCiCING LA1'CP. away frorn 

(4) PRIIvT HAH·IER BAIL 

O. SPACING' 

(1) CARRIAGE l>RIVE BAil· ROI.LER operates 

(2) TOGGLE L~KAGE drives 

(:3) FEJ.W PA',~L rotates 

(1.) SPACING RATCHE';l' rotates 

( 5) SPACING DRUt1 drives 

( 6) TL•1ING BELT PUUY and CAHH.IAGE. 

P.. SPACE SUPPRESSION (On Funetions) 

(1) PRll~T SUPPRPSSION CODE BAR Latcheq· and tails to operate 

(2) SPACE SUl'Pft&SSIOi'l LLViR - 'l'he space suppression lever blockl 

(3) TOGGLE LINKAGE (Spacing suppressed on all tunctions except apace). 

Q. CARRIAGE RETURN 

(1) CARRIAGE RE'l'UIUJ FUNC'I'ION· I.INER rises and overtravels the step on its 

(2) FUNC'riON PAviL then drives down against the 

(3) CARRIAG.1~ F&"l'URi'l DRIVE BAIL & LINK causing the 

(4) CARRIAG3 Illi"l'UlW Ll!.Vl!R to d:i,sengage Pond latch 

( 5) SPACING ·: CHBCK !-'A~~L~) from the 

( 6) Sl)ACii·IG HJSCHJ;;'r. 

(7) Cl'..lt.RtAGt; returns and unlntchas 

~;~) .::;:'J.l:l~.G Cl·LCi< FJ.;.ld (unit no\J ready to reatv.le spacing). 



R. LINE FEED 

(l) LIN:& FEED FUNCTION LEVER rises and drive• the 

(2) LINE F~. BLOCKING LEVPll over the at,ep ot the 

(3) LINE FE'&J DRIVE Lit~K. 

(4) A LINE FEED DRIVE ARl.f. operates the Una teed blockifta l_.r and 

line reed drive link c~using the 

(5) LINE FEED ~AWL to rotate the 

(6) PlATEN 

S • LETTERS FUNCTION 

(l) LETTERS FUNCTION ~VER rises an4 latches to 

(2) LETTERS FUNCTION PAt·JL drives down and oama the 

0) BLOCKING PA\'IL to the rear releasing the 

(4) BlOCKING LtVJm w.hich now blocks the 

( 5) ZERO CODE BAR (Letters Fiold) 

t. [IGURES FUNCTION 

(l) FIGURES FUNC'l'IUN LEV!t:R rises and latches to 

(2) FIGURES FUNCTION PAwL drives down against the 

(3) BLOCKING lEVlffi down which latches Wlder the 

(4) Bl.OCKD~G Pltl~L •. -

( 5) BLOCKL'JG I..EVT"ill. now unblocks 

(6) ZERO CO))Jl. BAR (Figures Field) 

9. 



I. IDLE LINE 

A. TB-8 +120 

B. 

c. 

TB-9 -120 . 
(1) 5 MA in ).oop .I 

(a) )+.'lK in sub set lft< (NJ .... c:~P · •Tfi/kl,. Al'ff2'~ 11-Kt( 
. £/3,;1( 

Tr·ansistors 
(1) Q.l1' (clamped to gnd.) 
(2) 0211\ ) 11a 11 relay flip flop 
(3) 03"-)~ A 
(4) Q51'This Transistor is an amp. - alwa7s on to sODLe degree 
(5) 0..4.'1\)"H" relay flip flop 
(6) Q6 ~) H 
(7) Q7 .J,(Uni Jrinction) 
( f.S) Q8 .,V) ''W" relay flip flop 
(9) Q9 t 

II. SUB PREPARES TO SJ!}.JD MAG 

A. Depress start 
(1} Loop 60 MA 

(a) Start CTX short out 47K Res. 
(b) Q11' (not clamped to gn~ ~") 
(c) All transistors same as idle· 

B. Exchange send proceed to dial pulse 
(1) Loop open 25 MS 

(a) Qlw 
(b) Q2.J, 

. (c) 031'A ~ 
(2) start Button· Released 

c. Exchange closes loop 
(1) (:J) MA 

(a) 47K shorted by "A" Ctx 
(2) TOO +120 
(3) TB9 -120 

D. Sub Dial 
(1) Dial Pulses sent to loop 

E. Dialing Completed 

F. Exchange Reverses Batt 
(1) Loop f:/:) HA 

(a) TB8 :!J.20-:- -/)A) 

(b) TB9 ;J.2<J -r IY() 

/0. 



(2) Q5 Conducts lees 
(a) Q4-.l/ 

-~~~ 

(b) Q6'1' 
(1) H "'· 
(2) MC-1'. 
(3) Q2t. 
(4) Q3v 

. (a) AJ.. 
Kybd. & Sel. drive" :1n loop 
Msg. sunt · 

a. &top button depressed 
(1) !A)op open 
(2) Exchange reversed Batt 

(a) TB -8 +120-

III. IDI.E COND. 

(b) TB -9 -120 
(c) Q5 Conducts More 
(d) Q41' 
(e) Q6~ • 

(1) H ~ 
(2) MC \ll 
(.3) Kybd. & Se1. driver in local ckt. 
(4) Loop5MA 

l'l. IDOAL OPERATOR (This Ckt inoperative it A or ll relar were u.p) 

A. Loop & Trans is. Same as Idle 
(1) Local Push Button Depressed 

(a) Q8 -1' 
(1) w "" 
(2) MC1' . 

. (3) Q9-..fl 
(4) Kbd. & Sel. driver in local ckt. 

B. THREE methods of restoring to noawal 
(1) Depress Stop Button 

(a) Q8 "V' 
(1) w ~ 
(2) MC\j/ 

(b) Q91' 
(2) Uepress Start Button 

· (a) Same as stop Button, t'TX of each in aerial 

II. 



(3) Receive connection from E=tchanse 
(a) TBS -120 
(b) TB9 +120 

(1) Q5 Conducts less 
(2) Q4~ 
(3) Q61' 

(b Buzzer sounds (al H1' 

(c Q7t (2.3 sees.) 
(1) Q$J,, 
(2) w ~ 

. ' (3) Q'M' 
.<~)~d._ 

V. CONN • FROM EXCHANGE 

A. Loop & transis. same as Idle Line 
(l) Exchange rev. batt 

(a) TB 8 -120 
(b) TB 9 +120 

(1) Q5 Conducts less 
(2) QJ+~ 
(3) Qblf' 

(a) , H 11\ 
(b) MC II\ .. 
(c) Kybd. & Sel. driver in loop 

(2) MSG 
(3) Exchanges Disconn. 

(a) Exchange reverses 
(1) TB8 +120 
(2) TB9 -120 

(a} Q5 Conducts more 

(4) ·Idle Cond. 

(b) Q4"' 
(c) Q6w 

(1) H ~ 
(2) M~ 

/Z.·. ' 
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Automatic c!lr.r:i.age return line feed. As the 
carriage approaches the right hand rnargin ·a_ 
projection from the carriage lower plate picks 
up a projection on the automatic carriage re
turn code bar. ·l'f"hen the carriage has moved the. 
automatic code bar a sufficient distance the 

- automatic function lever, which is· located be
tween the line feed and carriage return function 
levers, will sense the notch located in the 
bottom of the automatic code bar. The sensing 
motion of the automatic function lever is trans
mitted to the line feed blocking lever as in the 
line feed dunction to produce the line feed at 
the platen. The automatic fu..'1ction lever picks 
up its pawl which t~en drives the carriage 
return function pawl downwards, thus·accomplish
ing carriage return. 

Spacing FunctioJl. The space function is the 
only function which requires r.rint suppression 
but not space suppression. This is accomplished. 
by a second control on the space suppression 
lever. The second control utilizes the sensing 
motion from the space funtion lever and transmits 
this motioh through a series of levers and links 
to unlatch the space s~ppression lever and allow 
spacing. 
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BELL FUNCTION. VJhen the signal bell 
Character is set up in the code bars, 
the signal bell function lever will 
rise with the function bail and latch 
on its function pawl. \'.i'hen the function 
lever and pawl are driven do;..n\-rard, the 
function pawl spring is stretched. The 
function pawl is stripped off, the · 
spring loaded pawl is reset, and the 
clapper strikes the bell. 

END OF LTh'E E~. when the carriage 
moves the ~utomatic CR-LF code bar 
far enough to the right, the end of 
line bell function lever "td.ll sense 
a notch in the code bar and latch on 
its pawl. When the function lever 
and pawl are driven downward by the 
function bail the end of line bell 
pawl will also· move the signal bell 
pawl down and the bell will be sounded 
as in the Bell Function. 





ANSWER BACK HF..CHANTSH 

I. The answer back mechanism comdsts of a drum controlled set 
of contacts with a etoppine and starting mechanism. 'l'he 
contactfl are wi.red in parallel with the keyboard contacts 
to the distributor dine. 

·II.· 

.._.. I ~ .f ~~ I .. o£L~·i4'~\) 't-

() ·~) { ., 
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; '\t..-·w::.t 1 ... t:l...l.(_ 
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The answer back mechanism may be operated from the "Here-iett 
key for local str1t.ion identification and by receipt of the 
answer back charc;ct€:r for remote station identification. 
It mc.y also b~ tr:i pp(:ld autornatic.s.lly by means of a magnet 
trip, however, th:Ls ls an accessory and ita operation is 
not included in tL!.s guide. 

Here-Is. 'VJhE!n the "here-is" key (S) is depressed the "here-iait 
bell crank (9) rotates pulling the answer back trip link (34) 
to t.hE1 front of tht! •mit. 'I'he trip link in its forward move
ment rotater; ·~he ~:mn~er-back control lever (52) clockwise. A 
lug on th~J <:ontrol levl'.:r rotates the clutch stop bail (61) 
cloci{;,·:i::~e -enr:•''gine the clutch (42). An additional lug (4S) on 
the· control :~·~v~r (52) unblocks the answer-back feed lever (43) 
and allows :.t to .follow the motion generated by the ca.mming 
roller (49) cl~tdne t:1e answer-bA-ck o'peration. The follower on 
the ans\1\'r::r-h::.ck f>Jed levor (~;.), ho14eve!', normally rests on 
the roller ~-n the stop position. 'l'herefo:t·e, as soon as the 

__ clutch begins to ).·otatet clockwise lmtil it again strikes the 
lug (48) on the control lever (52) as a stop. 1'he answer-back 
feed pa•-'1 ( <:o) is pivoted from an extension on the feed lever 
(43). The trip l:Lnk (34) and hence the answer-back control 
lever (52) would b8gin to return to the unop.era.ted position~ 
(into the indent of the. cam (69) wh1.ch would pull the camming 
;'jurface on t.h.e feed lever (43) out of the path of the camrning 
:rollt:r and hence pr~vent th•::: lever from feeding during the 
fir~>t cycl.::, wh:~d1 in turn ";.'ould cause the answer-back to 
stop after the l.'ir·st cycle). Ho-vrevor, when initially unblocked,· 
the feec. lever rotates clockwi.se far· enough to pick up a· new 
tooth on the an~',<~er-back drum (59). 'l'he drurn detent (56) 
spring is stror.g er,ouc;h so that the spring torque on the answao • 
back cont.rol levf>l' (52) is unable to .overcome both the feed 
lever (43) and tbl:i detent (56) opposition. The first tooth 
thus serves as a latch to latch the control lever (52) in the 
opero.ted position during the first cycle. The first answer
back character transmitted is alwt:~.ys 11blank 11

1 since the contacts 
must be held open in th'e stop position so as to not· interfere 
with selections set up during keyboard or reader operation. 
1~is character, however, is blinded from the.signal line by 
the first chAracter blindi.ng contact (54). At the end of the 
cycle the cam roll.er rotate~ the answer-back feed lever {h3) 



count.tiir-clockwise caus:ing the .feed pawl {60) to rotate the 
answer-back drum one Gtep. During th:1.s first step, a cam 
{69) on thf-) answer-back drum blocks the answer-back control 
lever (52) in tl1e clockwise posit.1.on. It is held in this 
positlon thru the 20th character holdJng the clutch 11open ... 
On the 21st. chBracter feeding, the control lever (52) is 
allowed to fall into the indention in the cam a.llowl.ng the 
clutch stop ba.:il ( 61) to rota.te colmter-clockw:tse atopp1.ng 
the clutch. The "blank" character in the stop posi1;.ion is 
not retransmitted. 

III. Operation from funct:i.on w~chanism. ~1hen the answer-back 
character is set up :Ln the code bars the answer-back function 
lever (18) latches on the answer back pawl (20). When the 
function lever and pawl are driven downward by the function 
.bail 'the bottom of the pawl rotates the answer-ba.ck trip bail 
(2/+) to move the answer-back trip link (.34) toward the front 
of the unit. This will trip the answer-back mechanism as 
described in section II. 

IV. Preventing local urinter from tripping on fW.Swer-back character • 
The local ani:Mer-hack is prevented fporn being tripped when 
calling a remote answer..:.back by blocking the answer-back 
function lever (18) durtng ·every cycle of locally generated 
characters or functions as' .follows: During the distribut.or 
cycle, whether initiated from the keyboard or the answer-back 
itself, the blocking cam (44) rotates the blocking follower 
(51) counter-clockwJse pulljng the blocking link (.35) to the 
right. The blocking link (.35) thus rotates the blocking 

.lever (25) counter-clockwise until the blocking latch (2.3) 
is releRsed and allowed to move upward uhtil it rests, aga:i.nst 
the underside of th.e function drive baH blade (76). During 
the initial phase of the function sensing cycle, the bail 

. blade and the blocking latch move upward causing the blocking 
;lever to rotate further into ita counter-clockwise position. 
In this position, a bent under ear (67) on the blockinp lever 
extends in the way of a tab (68) on the answer-b~ck function 
lever (18) and prevents the function lev<'lr (18) from moving 
high enough durlne the senslng portion of the function cycle 

. to allow the a.nswer-back pawl (20) t"o bA PnP,aged and selected. 
Local answer-back operat.:\.on :i.s thus inhibited. During the 
work stroke of the .func+~ion cycle, when the function levers 
are moved downward, th~J blocking latch (2.3) is also moved 
downward by the funct.i. <>n bf'.il to thA point where the blocking 
lever (25) is released a.nd allowed to reset clockwise to its 
initie>.l position. In formation is thus stored from the 
distribut.or·cycle thr.ough th8 function ~ensing cycle and then 
stripped. The source, local or remote, of any character . 

. belng sensed hy the anR¥er-back funt:\on lever (1~) is thus 



recognized. That is, it any character ia locally generated, 
the blocking mechanism is operated by the distributor and 
the function lever is blocked by the blocking lever (25). 
It any character is generated remotely, the blocking mechanism 
is not operated and the function lever is not blocked trom 
sensing. Hence, the' ~aswer-back function lever (18) ia blocked 
on all characters or functions generated locally. It is, 
therefore, incapable ot operation should the answer-back call 
character be generated locally. This procedure is repeated 
each cycle or transmission from the keyboard or th~ anawer~back. 


